The detailed knowledge of the inner crust properties of neutron stars might be important to explain different phenomena such as pulsar glitches or the possibility of an r-process site in neutron star mergers. It has been shown in the literature that quantal effects like shell correction or pairing may play a relevant role to determine the composition of the inner crust of the neutron star. In this paper we construct the equation of state of the inner crust using the finite-range Gogny interactions, where the mean field and the pairing field are calculated with same interaction. We have used the semiclassical Variational Wigner-Kirkwood method along with shell and pairing corrections calculated with the Strutinsky integral method and the BCS approximation, respectively. Our results are compared with those of some popular models from the literature. We report a unified equation of state of the inner crust and core computed with the D1M* Gogny force, which was specifically fabricated for astrophysical calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The structure of a neutron star (NS) can be described mainly by a homogeneous core encompassed by two inhomogeneous concentric shells [1] . The outermost region, called the "outer-crust", is formed by a lattice of neutronrich nuclei permeated by an electron gas. The Equation of State (EoS) in this region is mainly determined by nuclear masses, which can be taken from the experiment or, when unknown, from successful mass models. When the density reaches a value ∼ 0.0003 fm −3 the neutrons start to drip from the nuclei [1] [2] [3] , the lattice structure still remains but now permeated by neutron and electron gases. This region is called the "inner-crust", which further transforms into a homogeneous core around a density ∼ 0.08 fm −3 . It has been suggested that near the transition to the core in the bottom layers of the inner crust matter may arrange in geometrical structures different from the spherical configuration in order to reduce the Coulomb energy. These structures may exist in various shapes embedded in a neutron and electron fluid giving rise to the so-called "pasta-phase" (see Chapter 3 of Ref. [1] and references therein for comprehensive details). The presence of the free neutron gas lying in the continuum makes a Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation in this region of the NS very complicated. Since the seminal paper of Negele and Vautherin [4] , there are several HF calculations performed in the inner crust of NSs within the framework of the spherical Wigner-Seitz (WS) approximation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , which are mainly devoted to study the superfluid properties of the star. More sophisticated three-dimensional HF calculations, often at finite temperature and fixed proton fraction, have recently been carried out [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Also calculations based on Monte-Carlo techniques and molecular dynamics calculations, which do not impose periodicity or symmetry of the system unlike the WS approximation, have been reported in the literature [19] [20] [21] [22] . However, these calculations usually do not provide the complete EoS in the inner crust. Thus, simplified methods of semiclassical type, based on the Thomas-Fermi approximation with non-relativistic [13, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] or relativistic [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] interactions as well as the Compressible Liquid Drop Model (CLDM) calculations [37, 38] , are often used for systematic studies of the inner crust.
Although the mass and the thickness of the NS crust is a small fraction of their total values, which are basically determined by the core, the crust has a relevant role in some observed astrophysical phenomena such as pulsar glitches, quasi-periodic oscillations in soft gamma ray repeaters, thermal relaxation in soft X-ray transients, etc [1, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The crust might also be an r-process site in NS mergers [46] [47] [48] [49] . Therefore, it is very important to draw a clear picture of the structure and composition of the crust. A large number of theoretical studies of the inner crust of NSs have been carried out with Skyrme interactions or Relativistic Mean Field parametrizations. In this work we intend to do this analysis using the finiterange Gogny interactions [50, 51] . The reason behind this is two-fold. In one hand, we wanted to extend the advantage of using newly proposed Gogny forces [52, 53] which are able to predict maximum masses of NSs about 2M ⊙ , in agreement with the observational data [54] [55] [56] . On the other hand, unlike Skyrme and RMF interactions, Gogny forces describe simultaneously the mean-field and the pairing field, which may have some impact on the study of the crust.
The D1 family of Gogny interactions consists of two finite-range terms plus a density-dependent zerorange contribution. In particular, the D1S interaction [51] has been used to perform large-scale Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) calculations [57] of ground-state properties of finite nuclei along the whole periodic table. The D1S interaction has also been widely used for dealing with fission properties [58] and has become a benchmark for the study of deformation and pairing properties of finite nuclei. More recent Gogny parametrizations, namely D1N [59] and D1M [60] , have been proposed. They take into account the microscopic neutron matter EoS of Friedman and Pandharipande in the fit of their parameters, which improves the description of the isovector properties. In particular, the D1M interaction is able to reproduce more than 2000 experimental masses with a rms deviation of only 798 keV [60] . However, in spite the success of the Gogny forces in describing finite nuclei, their extrapolation to the NS domain has been less successful. It has been shown earlier [52, 61] that the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov (TOV) equations, which give the NS mass-radius relationship, have no solution using the EoS built up with the D1S force. If one uses the D1N Gogny force [59] the maximum mass is around 1.2M ⊙ and with the D1M Gogny interaction [60] it is about 1.7M ⊙ . For both these cases the predicted maximum mass is much lower than the observed values of about 2M ⊙ [54] [55] [56] . In order to overcome this limitation, two new Gogny interactions aimed to describe NS properties have been built up recently. These new parametrizations, called D1M * [53] and D1M * * [62] , are obtained by modifying the D1M force in such a way that they reproduce finite-nuclei data with quality similar to that found using the D1M force and, at the same time, predict a maximum mass of NS of about 2M ⊙ [53, 62] .
In the astrophysical context, our previous studies using the modified D1M forces have been mainly applied for describing the core of the star. In addition to the NS mass-radius relationship, we have also studied the moment of inertia [52, 53] as well as the tidal deformability [63, 64] . We have also performed a detailed analysis of the crust-core transition using both the thermodynamical and dynamical methods [65] . Some of these calculations need the knowledge of the EoS in the crust region. When necessary, and due to the lack of the crustal EoS computed with the Gogny forces, we have used a polytropic form of the type P = a + bǫ 4/3 , where P is the pressure and ǫ is the mass-energy density [53, 63] . The parameters a and b are determined in such a way that the pressure be continuous at the inner crust-core and inner-outer crust transition points. Presently, our aim is to establish the EoS in the inner crust with the same Gogny interaction used to describe the core.
In our calculations of the inner crust we use the WS approximation, which assumes that the space can be described by non-interacting electrically neutral cells containing each one a single nuclear cluster surrounded by electron and neutron gases. We restrict ourselves to spherical nuclear clusters, which smoothly transform to homogeneous core at the transition density without the pasta phases. There are two reasons for that. Firstly, considering only spherical nuclei, quantal calculations including pairing correlations can be performed in a rather simple way. Secondly, as discussed e.g. in Ref. [3, 26] , having spherical nuclei or pasta structures in the region of the inner crust close to the core-crust transition density has very little impact on the EoS of the NS. Another simplification used in many calculations of the inner crust of NSs is to perform semiclassical calculations of Thomas-Fermi type in the representative WS cell assuming a mixture of neutrons, protons and electrons in charge and beta equilibrium (see Ref. [26] for a detailed discussion). Quantal effects, mainly proton shell corrections and proton pairing correlations, can be added in a perturbative way in a microscopic-macroscopic (Mic-Mac) description of the inner crust of the NS. In particular, large-scale calculations of this type have been carried out by the Brussels-Montreal group [24, 25, 29, [66] [67] [68] using the BSk family of Skyrme forces [69] . The WS approximation induces, however, spurious shell effects in the spectrum of unbound neutrons [70] . To avoid this difficulty, as was also done in the pioneering paper of Negele and Vautherin [4] , one can neglect the neutron shell effects, which are much smaller than the proton shell correction [70] . Regarding pairing correlations, we must emphasize the advantage of using Gogny forces, in which pairing is treated with the same interaction employed to describe the mean field.
Because of the reasons above we have chosen a Mic-Mac approach to establish the EoS in the inner crust using Gogny forces. We first compute the semiclassical EoS within the so-called Variational Wigner-Kirkwood approach [71] [72] [73] using trial neutron and proton densities of the type proposed in Ref. [24] . This calculation includes the 2 -contributions to the kinetic, exchange and spin-orbit energies perturbatively [74, 75] . In a second step, the proton shell corrections are incorporated through the so called Strutinsky Integral Method [24] . Finally, the proton pairing correlations are calculated in the BCS approximation with the corresponding Gogny interaction.
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section the basic theory concerning the Variational Wigner-Kirkwood approach in the case of finite-range interactions is discussed. In the same section, the shell correction and the treatment of the pairing correlations are briefly summarized. The third section is devoted to the discussion of the results of the inner crust obtained in this work. Finally, our conclusions are given in the last section. Some of the details of our calculations are given in the Appendices.
II. EOS OF INNER CRUST OF NEUTRON STAR
The mass formula has been a very useful tool for dealing with the average behavior of nuclear masses from the early days of Nuclear Physics. The success of the mass formula lies in the fact that the quantal effects, i.e., the shell correction and pairing correlations, can be treated perturbatively because they are small as compared with the part that varies smoothly with mass number A and atomic number Z. The perturbative treatment of the shell correction in finite nuclei was established by Strutinsky [76] . The average part of the energy can be extracted from a quantal mean-field HFB calculation using the so-called Strutinsky smoothing method [76] , which is a well-defined mathematical procedure that removes the quantal effects. However, this method, in general, is difficult to handle in the case of realistic mean-field potentials that may not vanish at the edge of the WS cells. The reason behind this difficulty is that the Strutinsky smoothing requires the knowledge of the single-particle spectrum at least in three major shells above the Fermi level. For realistic potentials this situation requires taking account of states in the continuum, which is difficult to handle in practice.
To avoid the problem related to continuum, an alternative technique consists of computing the average energy of a nucleus using a the Wigner-Kirkwood (WK)expansion of the one-body partition function [71, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] , from where the smooth part of the energy of a system, i.e., the energy without the quantal effects, can easily be derived avoiding the problems related to the continuum. An important property of the WK expansion of the energy in powers of concerns its variational content. For a set of non-interacting fermions in an external potential, the variational solution that minimizes the WK energy at each order of , is just the WK expansion of the particle density at the same -order. This method of solving the variational equation by sorting out properly the different powers of -expansion is called the Variational Wigner Kirkwood (VWK) theory [71, 73] . It is important to point out that in this variational method, the VWK energy at a given order of is just the sum of the energies up to that order calculated with the densities computed up to the previous order. For example, calculation of the VWK energy up to 2 -order i.e. sum of the variational Thomas-Fermi (TF) energy ( 0 order) and the perturbative 2 contribution, only requires the explicit knowledge of the TF densities.
A. Variational Wigner-Kirkwood method for finite nuclei with the Gogny force
The Gogny force of the D1 family including the spinorbit interaction can be written as,
where r = r 1 − r 2 and R = ( r 1 + r 2 )/2 are the relative and the center-of-mass coordinates, and µ 1 ≃0.5-0.7 fm and µ 2 ≃1.2 fm are the ranges of the two Gaussian form factors, which simulate the short-and long-range components of the force, respectively. The last term in Eq.
(1) is the spin-orbit interaction, which is of zero range with strength W LS as in the case of Skyrme forces. The quantity k = ( ∇ 1 − ∇ 2 )/2i is the relative momentum and k ′ its complex conjugate. The total energy of a nucleus in the VWK approximation can be obtained starting from the interaction given in Eq. (1) and using the corresponding Extended Thomas-Fermi density matrix [74] (see also Appendix A for more details), which allows to write the VWK energy upto 2 order as [74, 82] :
where we have split the energy into a TF ( 0 ) part and a 2 correction. One can see that the 2 -corrections enter into the kinetic energy and spin-orbit energy densities H kin and H SO , respectively, as it happens for zero-range forces [81] , and also in the exchange energy due to the finite range of the force.
In order to find the semiclassical energy and the density profiles in the VWK approach up to 2 order, one needs to solve first the equation of motion for the TF problem,
where µ q is the chemical potential with q = n for neutrons and p for protons that ensures the right number of particles. Using the solutions of Eq. (3) one can calculate both the TF (E VWK,0 ) as well as the 2 correction (E VWK,2 ) of the VWK energy. In the present work, however, instead of solving the full variational equation (Eq.(3)), we perform a restricted variational calculation minimizing the TF energy using trial densities of Fermi type. This technique has been successfully applied in many finite nuclei calculations with Skyrme forces [81] . It is shown in Ref. [83] that the differences between the semiclassical energies obtained either by solving selfconsistently the equations of motion or by means of a restricted variational approach are very small. This fact justifies the use of this simpler technique, which, in addition, is still more stable numerically. In the case of finite nuclei the profile of the trial neutron and proton density functions used to minimize the energy (Eq. (2)) is chosen as a Fermi distribution for each kind of particles,
where the radii C q and diffuseness a q are the variational parameters and the strengths ρ 0,q are determined by normalization to the number of particles of each type.
B. Restoring quantal effects: Shell and Pairing corrections
It has been mentioned in the previous subsection that the VWK method provides the average energy of the nucleus. To obtain the quantal energy in a Mic-Mac approach one needs to add perturbatively the shell effects and, in the case of open shell nuclei, also incorporate the energy due to the pairing correlations. To compute the shell correction we use the so-called Strutinsky integral method [25] , which states that for each type of particles the shell correction can be estimated as the difference between the quantal and semiclassical energies in the corresponding semiclassical single-particle potential treated as an external one:
where, the single particle energies ǫ i,q are the eigenvalues of the Schrödinger equation as follows,
for each type of particles (q = n, p).
In Eqs. (5) and (6) the quantities ρ q , τ q and J q are the particle, kinetic energy and spin densities, respectively. The effective mass, central and spin-orbit potentials are denoted by m * q , U q and W q , respectively. All these smooth densities and fields mentioned above are evaluated with the semiclassical solutions of the restricted variational approach applied to the TF energy. It is also worthwhile to note that the Schrödinger equation (6) is obtained from the quasilocal reduction of the energy density associated to a finite range forces in the framework of the non-local Density Functional Theory (DFT) [75] as explained in Appendix A.
Pairing correlations are taken into account at the BCS level in a perturbative way using the single particle levels obtained from Eq. (6). This implies that the single particle gaps obey, for each type of particles, the following set of coupled gap equations
where, the indices i ≡ nlj and k ≡ n ′ l ′ j ′ denote the corresponding single particle levels, v pair iī,kk are the pairing matrix elements calculated with the Gogny force (for more details see Appendix B of [10] ) and E k = ( ǫ k − µ) 2 + ∆ 2 k are the quasiparticle energies. Once the gap equations are solved, the pairing energy and the occupation number of each level can be computed as,
and
respectively. Notice that the shell and pairing corrections are calculated simultaneously, implying that the occupation probabilities (Eq. (9)) need to be included in the calculation of the shell correction and the total energy of a nucleus in this case is given by
(10)
C. VWK method with shell and pairing corrections in Wigner-Seitz cells
To deal with the inner crust of neutron star we have adopted the WS approximation. As mentioned before, we do not delve into the possibilities of pasta phase in the inner crust matter in the present calculation. We restrict ourselves to a spherical WS approximation to describe the building blocks of the inner crust. For a given density in the WS cell, we look for the configuration (N, Z) of the WS cell with a given number of protons and electrons that fulfills the β-equilibrium condition given by,
where, µ n , µ p and µ e are the neutron, proton and electron chemical potentials, respectively. For a given average density and proton number we start with a trial number of neutrons and compute the difference dβ = µ n − µ p − µ e . If this quantity does not vanish, we change the number of neutrons governed by the deviation of dβ from zero using Newton-Raphson method. This eventually changes the size of the cell because the total number of nucleons determines the radius of the WS cell. This procedure is iterated till dβ approaches zero with some chosen accuracy. Once this configuration (neutron, proton and electron content) of the the WS cell is determined, the radius of the cell is also decided. To obtain the energy we apply the techniques similar to the ones used to compute the energy of finite nuclei as described in the subsection II A and Appendix B. The pressure associated to the WS cell is computed as explained in Ref. [25] . There is, however, a small change in the form of the trial density for baryons used to solve the equations of motion (Eq. (3)), which is taken from Ref. [25] ,
where the first term represents a background density throughout the WS cell and the usual Fermi distribution has an extra damping factor modulated by the radius of the WS cell R W S . This damping ensures that all the density derivatives vanish at the edge of the WS cell, which implies a smooth matching of the adjacent cells justifying the WS approximation of the inner crust. We recover the quantal effects of protons in terms of shell and pairing corrections in the same fashion as described in the section II B. For a set density we repeat the procedure described above for even numbers of protons varying from Z = 14 to Z = 100. The optimal configuration (neutron, proton and electron content) giving the minimum energy is designated to give the description of the inner crust at a particular density. It is worthwhile to mention here that in our calculation the number of neutrons is not integer to achieve β-equilibrium inside the WS cell. The charge neutrality of a WS cell is maintained by considering an electron gas distributed uniformly in the whole cell in such a way that the number of electrons equal to that of protons in the cell. The contribution of the electrons to the energy of the cell is taken into account considering them to be ultra-relativistic and including the direct and exchange Coulomb energy at the Slater level.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Finite Nuclei
Before applying the VWK method with shell and pairing correction (VWKSP) to the inner crust, we take recourse to testing it for finite nuclei. For this purpose we have used three different Gogny forces, namely, D1S, D1M and D1M * . We have calculated the binding energies of a set of even-even spherical nuclei and compared them with their experimental values in Fig 1(a) . In this figure we plot the relative difference in the binding energy for ∼ 160 even-even nuclei spread across the entire nuclear chart, calculated with the VWKSP method using the Gogny forces mentioned before from their experimental values. One can observe that the differences for the lighter nuclei are on the higher side compared to those for heavier nuclei. This is a typical feature of the meanfield approximation, which works better with a relatively large number of particles in the system. From this panel we see that for mass numbers larger than A ∼ 30 the VWKSP energies are scattered around the experimental values reproducing them within a 2% of accuracy. In order to validate our VWKSP method to predict binding energies, we compare our results with the ones obtained using the standard HFB method, which is the benchmark for the theoretical ground-state binding energies with effective forces. The relative differences between the HFB and VWKSP methods are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . They differences are quite small, less than 2% almost throughout the entire nuclear chart apart from few nuclei in the lighter region. In Table I , a representative subset of these nuclei is provided with their binding energies computed with VWKSP method using the D1M* interaction and their comparison with the experimental values as well as with the corresponding HFB results. Overall the agreement is satisfactory. These tests in the finite nuclear sector provide us the much needed confidence to apply VWKSP method for the case of inner crust of NS.
B. Inner crust of Neutron Stars
We start the calculation of inner crust by choosing different average densities ρ av ranging from 0.0003 fm −3 to 0.08 fm −3 . Some of the choices are taken from the article by Negele and Vautherin [4] . For each average density we search the optimal configuration, i.e., neutron and proton numbers which minimize the energy per particle in the WS cell using the VWKSP method. To this end, we proceed in two steps. In the first one, for an even proton number Z we determine the neutron number N from the β-equilibrium condition (Eq. 11), which also determines the radius of WS cell. In the second step we scan the energy per particle as a function of Z to obtain the global minimum. In panel (a) of Fig. 2 , we plot the energy per particle (subtracted by free nucleon mass, m n = 939 MeV) as a function of radius of the WS cell, R W S , for an average density ρ av = 0.07 fm −3 using the D1M* interaction. We plot the same quantity as a function of proton number Z in Fig. 2(b) . The orange lines with circles represent the pure Thomas-Fermi (TF) calculation. Being a semiclassical calculation in nature, the energy per particle varies smoothly with N and Z in this case. The blue lines with the squares represent the VWK calculation, where the 2 -correction is added to the TF energy perturbatively. The green lines with triangles correspond to the results when the shell correction is added further, perturbatively. Clearly this quantal effect makes the graphs unsmooth in nature and distinct local minima appear at conventional magic numbers like Z = 20 or 40, but there also appear few other magic numbers at Z = 58, 70, 92 and 138 (the latest not shown in Fig. 2 ). The red lines with diamonds correspond to added pair- ing energy on top of the shell correction. This somewhat smoothens the lines compared to those only with shell correction. The global minimum appears at Z = 40 after incorporation of all the corrections, which describes the optimal configuration of the crust at ρ av = 0.07 fm −3 calculated with the D1M* interaction. This systematic study demonstrates the importance of quantal effects to determine the configuration of the inner crust of neutron star. Notice that the local minima, which correspond to magic proton numbers, are unaffected by pairing correlations as they have an impact only on the open-shell nuclei lying in between the minima. One can notice from Fig. 2 that with increase in proton number the size of the WS cell does not increase linearly. When the proton number increases in a WS cell of given density, the neutron number also increases to maintain the β-equilibrium and, therefore, the size of the cell, which is determined by the mass number, also grows.
In Fig. 3 we plot the energy per particle subtracted by the free nucleon mass as a function of proton number Z for four different ρ av values using the D1M* interaction. The green lines with the triangles correspond to VWK calculation along with shell correction added perturbatively and the red lines with diamonds correspond to VWKSP calculation, which also includes pairing effects. The general feature one can observe here is that addition of pairing somewhat smoothens the quantal effects throughout the average density range considered in the four panels. At ρ av = 0.0006 fm −3 (see Fig. 3(a) ) only with shell correction, one can observe the appearance of conventional magic numbers like Z = 20, 28, 40, 50. However, there is also a hint of local minimum at Z = 58. Due to the presence of the neutron gas, the appearance of the magic numbers similar to those of finite nuclei gets blurred by the time one reaches a higher average density (for example ρ av = 0.00891 fm −3 in Fig. 3(b) ) and the appearance of magic numbers like Z = 28 or 50 gets completely washed away when one reaches even higher average density (say, ρ av = 0.0475 fm −3 depicted in Fig.  3(c) ). The global minima appear at Z = 40 for average densities upto ∼ 0.08 fm −3 , where the minimum shifts to Z = 92 (see Fig. 3(d) ). One can also notice that the effects of shell correction get diluted when one shifts to higher average densities (notice that the vertical scales of the panels of Fig. 3 are different for different panels). Overall, the inclusion of quantal effects in the energy is quite crucial for the inner crust of neutron star. We must mention here is that, as a general feature, the semiclassical energy per particle in a WS cell varies very slowly with the proton number. In spite of the larger fluctuations after incorporation of shell and pairing energy emerge, the values of the total energy of the system are very similar for varying number of protons. This implies that determination of minimal energy configuration corresponding to the inner crust of neutron star is a delicate problem from the numerical point of view.
In Fig. 4 we plot the density profiles for neutrons and protons inside the WS cell at four different ρ av values as the ones considered in Fig. 3 corresponding to their minimum energy configuration computed with the D1M* Gogny force. The black solid lines correspond to the neutron density profile and the red lines denote the ones for protons. For each average density we mention the number of protons corresponding to the minimum energy configuration described before in Fig. 3 . By close inspection one can notice that at an average density as low as 0.0006 fm −3 (depicted in Fig. 4(a) ), the density profiles for both protons and neutrons resemble very much to those in finite nuclei, maintaining a constant density from the center to certain extent and then fall down in a very short distance as compared with the size of the WS cell. Although not visible in Fig. 4(a) , the neutron density profile maintains a feeble presence throughout the whole WS cell owing to the neutron gas, unlike finite nuclei where it vanishes. The proton density profile behaves differently and vanishes inside the WS cell, because at such low average densities there are no dripped protons in the inner crust. With increasing average density of the WS cell, the neutron gas becomes more and more prominent. More quantitatively, if we take the case of lowest average density ρ av = 0.0006 fm −3 considered here, the neutron and proton densities remain constant, respectively, at ∼ 0.095 fm −3 and ∼ 0.045 fm −3 from the center of the WS cell to about radius r ∼ 8 fm and they fall almost to zero at r ∼ 10 fm. For a large average density such as 0.0789 fm −3 (represented in Fig. 4(d) ), the neutron density profile reaches 0.09 fm −3 at the center and attenuates to 0.065 fm −3 at r ∼ 17 fm. However, in this case the proton density remains constant at 0.01 fm −3 starting from the center and vanishes at r ∼ 17 fm. So, the WS cell is filled with dense neutron gas for this case and protons tend to spread in the whole WS cell. A gradual evolution can be observed through the intermediate average densities depicted in Fig. 4 . The central value of the neutron density remains roughly constant and the diffuseness increases when the ρ av in the WS cell increases. However, the proton densities behave a little bit differently; the central density decreases and the diffuseness increases when the average density grows. This is because at high average densities, protons tend to maintain an almost uniform distribution in the whole WS cell in an attempt to reduce the Coulomb energy.
In Fig. 5 we plot the single-particle potentials for neutrons and protons inside the WS cell corresponding to the minimum energy configurations for the different average densities considered in Figs. 3 and 4 computed using the D1M* interaction. As indicated in the figure, these potentials consist of the self-consistent TF part plus the 2 and the spin-orbit contributions to the mean field added perturbatively (see Appendix A for further details). These proton potentials also include the contribution from Coulomb interaction taking into account the contribution of the electrons. We use this form as U q (q = n for neutrons and p for protons) of the potential in the Schrödinger equation (6) , which allows one to find the single-particle levels needed to compute the shell and pairing corrections to the semiclassical energy through the Strutinsky integral method and BCS approximation, respectively. These potentials, however, show trends different from the case of finite nuclei, especially in larger average densities. This is due to the presence of the denser neutron and electron gases, which deeply modify the potentials. The depths of the proton potentials decrease with increase in the average density of the WS cell. For example, at average density ρ av = 0.0006 fm −3 (in Fig. 5(a) ), the depth of the proton potential is ∼ −65 MeV and even has a Coulomb barrier of ∼ 10 MeV before attenuating at r ∼ 20 fm. Because of the screening of the proton potential in the crust by electrons, the Coulomb potential is reduced compared to the case of terrestrial finite nuclei. The depth of the neutron potential is ∼ −65 MeV and it goes to a constant value corresponding to the single-particle potential of the neutron gas at r ∼ 10 fm. On the other extreme of con- sidered average density ρ av = 0.0789 fm −3 (represented in Fig. 5(d) ), the depth of the proton potential is ∼ −85 MeV at the center of the cell, which freezes to ∼ −70 MeV at r ∼ 17 fm making the effective depth of only about ∼ −15 MeV. For neutrons, the potential at the center is ∼ −40 MeV and attenuates to ∼ −25 MeV at ∼ 17 fm. Unlike finite nuclei this situation is very unique, which is due to the existence of the neutron gas that has an important impact not only on the neutrons but also on the protons contained in the WS cell. On the other hand, the frozen value of the neutron potential is much smaller compared to those of protons. This indicates to the smaller chemical potential for neutrons compared to those for protons throughout the whole region of inner crust of neutron stars (see Table II for further details).
In Table II , we summarize the value of WS radius, neutron number N and proton number Z corresponding to their β-equilibrium configuration, the energy per particle subtracted by the free nucleon mass, pressure and the chemical potentials for neutron, proton and electron respectively, for all the average densities considered in the present work using the D1S, D1M and D1M* interactions. For the D1S interaction, apart from ρ av = 0.06 fm −3 , for all other average densities the minimum energy configuration appears at Z = 40 and it becomes Z = 20 for ρ av = 0.06 fm −3 . For D1M interaction over the growing ρ av minimum energy configuration shifts from Z = 40 to Z = 58 at ρ av = 0.0204 fm −3 and at ρ av = 0.0789 fm −3 it appears at Z = 92. For D1M* for all lower average densities the minimum energy configuration corresponds to Z = 40 that shifts to Z = 92 at ρ av = 0.0789 fm −3 , which is almost the transition density estimated by our inner crust calculation using the D1M* interaction.
We have seen that when shell effects are added to the semiclassical calculation of the energy per particle in WS cells in the inner crust of neutron stars, several local minima appear as a function of the proton number considered in the cell. The atomic numbers corresponding to these minima depend on the average density of the WS cell and change from the standard magic numbers in finite nuclei to the major shell closures in a spherical box or in a Wood-Saxon potential without spin-orbit contribution. To get more insight about this evolution of magic numbers predicted in WS cells, we consider two specific average densities from the two ends of the density range considered, namely ρ av = 0.0004 fm −3 and ρ av = 0.07 fm −3 and compute their optimal configurations using the D1M* interaction. From Table II one can see that, for both these average densities the minimum energy configuration corresponds to Z = 40. In panel (a) of Fig. 6 we plot the proton potentials for the aforementioned average densities. For ρ av = 0.0004 fm −3 the single-particle proton potential resembles very much to the ones corresponding to finite nuclei. The protons seem to be concentrated in a small region of the WS cell upto about ∼ 5 fm. They are affected very little by the diluted electron gas, which is smeared throughout the whole WS cell (see Fig. 6(c) ). For the higher average density considered in this example (ρ av = 0.07 fm −3 ) the radius of the WS cell is much smaller, R W S ∼ 16 fm. This significantly reduces the Coulomb effects in the WS cell. In this scenario the proton potential is almost due to the nuclear part, which is deep and and almost uniform. It is attenuated from ∼ −85 MeV at the center to ∼ −70 MeV at the edge, which is quite similar to a shallow Wood-Saxon potential with a large radius and diffuseness. The form factors of the spin-orbit potential (Eq. (A18)) are also very different at these two average densities considered. This is due to the fact that they are determined by the gradients of the neutron and proton densities, which are much larger for ρ av = 0.0004 fm −3 compared to those for ρ av = 0.07 fm −3 . These spin-orbit potentials are displayed in the panel (b) of Fig. 6 . The spin-orbit potential is similar to the cases of finite nuclei for the lower average density considered here, however, it is strongly damped and shifted outwards for the case of ρ av = 0.07 fm −3 , which is in agreement with previous findings for the change of the spin-orbit potential near the neutron drip-line [84] [85] [86] . As a consequence of the different mean-field U p and spin-orbit potential W p entering in the Schrödinger equation (Eq. (6) ), the level schemes are very different for these two average densities. For ρ av = 0.0004 fm −3 the magicity appears at Z = 20, 40, 50 or 82, as in standard nuclei, with quite strong gaps. In the high density case, however, as the spin-orbit effect gets much more diluted, the magicity is quite similar to the one on a shallow Wood-Saxon potential without spin-orbit with major shell closures at Z = 20, 40, 58, 70, 90, 112 etc. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 (d) and 6(e).
In Figs. 7 and 8 , we plot the energy per particle subtracted by the nucleon mass and the pressure, respectively, as a function of the density in the range relevant for the inner crust of neutron stars for the Gogny D1S, D1M and D1M* interactions. For comparison we also provide the same quantities obtained with the Compressible Liquid Drop Model of Baym-Bethe-Pethick (BBP) [2] , the Skyrme Sly4 [87] and Ska [88] interactions and with the BCPM energy density functional [89] [90] [91] , which is derived using a microscopic interaction from Brueckner calculations with two and three-body forces supplemented by a phenomenological term. The energy per particle seems to be on the higher side of the figure for all the Gogny interactions compared to the test calculations. Specially at higher densities of the inner crust, D1S predicts higher energies, whereas D1M and D1M* come down in the regime of the Sly4 interaction. As far as the pressure is concerned (Fig. 8 ), at very low densities the Gogny interactions tend to produce lower pressures compared to other models taken into consideration here. At the higher densities D1M and D1M* have a lowering trend compared to others. On the contrary, D1S produces higher pressure. The numerical values of the energy per particle subtracted by the nucleon mass, the pressure as well as the neutron, proton and electron chemical potentials computed with the D1S, D1M and D1M* Gogny forces are also reported in Table II . We want to mention here that, if we plot the pressure as a function of density for the Gogny forces computed semiclassically with TF or VWK method, the results are al-most indistinguishable from the ones we have plotted in Fig. 8 obtained with VWKSP method, which also includes shell and pairing corrections. This points out to the fact that the composition of the inner crust does not play a significant role in the equation of state of the neutron star, which in turn determines its global properties. Out of the three interactions considered here, only D1M* can predict neutron stars with masses of 2M ⊙ . We provide the combined EoS of core and inner crust calculated with the D1M* interaction in Appendix C.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have constructed the EoS of the inner crust of neutron stars using the finite-range Gogny forces D1S, D1M and D1M*. For this purpose, we have implemented the semiclassical Variational Wigner-Kirkwood method in the spherical Wigner-Seitz approximation. Further, we use the Strutinsky integral method to add perturbatively the effects of the quantal shell corrections for protons. Pairing correlations are added in the BCS approach with the same Gogny force as the mean field. Details about the theory used in this work are provided in Appendices A and B.
It is found that the quantal effects play a significant role to determine the specific composition of the inner crust of the neutron star. We have seen that in the inner crust of neutron stars the usual shell structures of terrestrial nuclei get washed away at higher average densities, where shell closures are similar to the ones of a Woods-Saxon potential well without the spin-orbit term. In contrast to the composition, we have noticed that the equation of state (pressure-vs-density relation) of the inner crust does not get much influenced by the shell and pairing effects in the inner crust. Therefore, the global properties of the star such as the mass and radius do not get affected either. However, for low-mass neutron stars (below the canonical mass of 1.4M ⊙ ), the stellar radius can change by a considerable amount depending on the treatment of the inner crust of neutron stars [92] , which points out the importance of describing the crust and the core with the same interaction. We have compared our results for the energy and pressure with the ones provided by some popular models of the inner crust available in the literature. In our calculations, special attention is paid to the D1M* interaction, which was proposed for astrophysical calculations. We have obtained a unified EoS for inner crust and core in Appendix C, which can be used for astrophysical simulations using the D1M* force. The quasilocal energy density functional theory for a finite-range force, established in Ref. [75] (also see Refs. [82, 93, 94] ), allows one to write the energy density in a quasilocal form as
where the local particle, kinetic energy and spin densities entering in (A1) are obtained in the spirit of the Kohn-Sham scheme from a Slater determinant wave function of single-particle orbitals φ i as
The orbitals φ i that determine these densities (A2) are the solutions of the single-particle equations
The effective mass m * q , the mean-field U q and spin-orbit potential W q in (A3) are defined as
They are computed from the energy density (A1) with the definitions (A2) by applying the variational principle to the single particle orbitals φ i . In the case of the Gogny interaction (1) the quasilocal energy density (A1) can be written as
In this equation
are the inverse of the position and momentum-dependent effective mass and its derivative with respect to the momentum, both computed at the corresponding local Fermi momentum for each kind of nucleons. The quan-tity f q ( r, k) that enters in Eq. A11 is defined as
where U exch,q is the Wigner transform of the singleparticle exchange potential in the TF approximation, which can be written as
where, q = n, p and q ′ = p, n. Notice that the exchange potential at TF level is a function not only of the momentum k of the nucleon of type q, but also of the position via the dependence of the TF exchange potential on the local Fermi momentum of both, neutrons and protons, k Fn ( r) and k Fp ( r), respectively.
Combining the total kinetic energy density with the 2 part of the exchange energy density (A11), one can sort out explicitly the effective mass contribution, which at pure TF level is hidden in the exchange term. In this way we can write
where τ q = τ q,0 + τ q,2 contains the pure TF and 2 contributions.
In the 2 contribution to the exchange energy (A11), τ q is the semiclassical kinetic energy density for each type of particles, which is obtained from the semiclassical ETF density matrix [74, 82] as
which is a functional of the two kind of local densities ρ q and ρ q ′ , the latest owing to the presence of effective mass terms in (A16). Therefore, including 2 corrections the energy density (A5) becomes a functional of the particle densities only.
As explained in Ref. [82] , the spin-orbit interaction provides an additional term to the semiclassical ETF density matrix, which allows one to calculate the semiclassical spin density as
where, the spin-orbit potential W q (see third equation in (A4)) is given by
The spin-orbit term in the density matrix also provides another contribution to the kinetic energy density (A16) given by
Using the spin-density (A17) in the spin-orbit energy density (A9) and performing a suitable partial integration, one can write the semiclassical spin-orbit energy density, which is actually a 2 order quantity, as
Appendix B: The single-particle potential
In order to describe the quantal energy of a nucleus using a finite-range interaction within a Mic-Mac frame, we shall add perturbatively to the macroscopic part given by the semiclassical energy the shell and pairing corrections. For each type of particles these quantal effects are obtained starting from the mean field obtained semiclassically by performing the variation of the energy density (A5) with respect to the neutron or proton densities (see second equation (A4)). The 0 (TF) part of the singleparticle potential consists of the direct and zero-range contributions, which read
plus the exchange term given by Eq.(A10), i.e.,
and, in the case of protons, also including the contribution of the Coulomb potential
Next we compute the 2 contribution to the singleparticle potential. Notice that the spin-orbit energy (A9) is also a 2 -order quantity that depends on the particle and spin densities for each type of particles. As mentioned before, the neutron and proton spin-orbit potentials, defined by Eq. (A18), come from the variation of Eq. (A9) with respect to the spin densities. The spinorbit energy in Eq. (A9) also contributes to the mean field of each type of particles through its variation with respect to the corresponding particle density, which is given as
Therefore, in order to include the spin-orbit contributions in our formalism, which are essential for describing properly the shell effects through the Strutinsky integral method, the semiclassical expansion of the energy should be pushed, at least, up to 2 -order. To obtain the nuclear part of the 2 contribution to the single-particle potential, one needs to perform the variation of the combination of the kinetic and second-order exchange energy densities E (A15) with respect to the neutron or proton densities ρ q . To perform this variation one needs to treat the τ q as an independent variable in E. So, this 2 contribution to the single-particle potential is given by
Using this the variation of the first term in Eq. (B6) is given by,
Now taking into account that, τ q,0 = 3 5 (3π 2 ) 2/3 ρ 5/3 q , one can write after some algebraic simplifications,
Combining Eq. (B9) and (B8) one gets,
where in this equation we use the local kinetic energy density τ q,2 = 1
36
( ∇ρq ) 2 ρq + 1 3 ∆ρ q . As explained in Refs. [74] and [82] , one obtains almost the same 2 -order energy if in the full kinetic energy density (B10) the 2 contribution is replaced by its local counterpart.
The contributions of the remaining pieces of Eq.(B6), which correspond to the 2 -part of the single particle potential are given after some algebraic steps by,
Here, we have used under the integral sign the rules of functional derivative as,
where the functional F [ρ(r)] is defined as,
Now, to obtain the binding energy of a set of nuclei including shell and pairing effects, as close as possible to the full HF or HFB values overall, a scaling parameter β KE has been introduced in the 2 -part of the kinetic energy density τ q . Incorporating this parameter, the kinetic energy density now becomes,
f q (τ q,0 + β KE τ q,2 ),
and the potential part corresponding to the 2 term given in Eq. (B10) containing τ q,2 and τ q ′ ,2 is modified as β KE τ q,2 and β KE τ q ′ ,2 respectively. Following this procedure, we find β KE = 1.45, 1.4 and 1.75 for D1S, D1M and D1M* interactions, respectively. 
